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President’s
Message

A Place by Any Other Name Would Smell as Sweet
The
implementation
of Common
Core State
Standards cries
out for us!

T

he year 2015 will be remembered not only as the year that CSLA celebrated its centennial, but
also as a year of positive changes in school libraries across the state.

Teacher librarians are being hired in schools where there were none, or where they had been
moved back into the classroom. And libraries themselves are changing. More schools are going with 1:1
computing (laptops or tablets for all students) or with BYOD (bring your own device). Some libraries are
experimenting with “makerspaces.”
It is an exciting time to be a school librarian, but if we thought we had to be flexible before, we now
need to step it up another notch. The implementation of Common Core State Standards cries out for us!
Reading, researching, analyzing, arguing, working among disciplines – that is what we are here for.
Some folks have called for the school library to be not only repurposed, but also renamed. Maybe
“library” was fine for CSLA’s first century, but is it descriptive enough for our second century? The term
“library media center” -- making it clear that we have technology, not just books -- has become standard
in the last couple of decades.
More recently, we have been hearing the term “learning commons” -- defined (according to
Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_commons) as “educational spaces, similar to libraries
and classrooms that share space for information technology, remote or online education, tutoring,
collaboration, content creation, meetings and reading or study.” Some school libraries can already be
called learning commons, and more are moving in this direction. It is a terrific goal. David Loertscher
and Betty Marcoux devote many articles of the February 2015 Teacher Librarian to the progress of
learning commons. They describe how the concept has been implemented, how well it has worked, and
how widely the idea of a learning commons has been accepted.
In another example of changing names, at Locke High School in Los Angeles, the newly designed
library has been renamed “Locke Jet Space”, and instead of a “librarian” they have a “curator.” And, at
San Jose State University, the former School of Library and Information Science is now the School of
Information.
The school library is the one educational space where students can choose their own path and design
and pursue their own learning. As school librarians, we want to provide resources-- including books!-guidance, and spaces to collaborate, learn, and create -- no matter what the name.

LIZ DODDS
Liz Dodds, CSLA President, has been a teacher librarian at an elementary and middle
school, and is presently the teacher librarian at Bullard High School in Fresno, CA. Prior
to her library career, she taught math, German, and P.E.
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Editor’s Notes

CSLA Centennial: Looking Back, Forward, and Beyond
Jeanne Nelson, Editor, CSLA Journal

...some
amazing
people
formed this
organization,
and amazing
people
continue
to serve in
leadership
roles...

C

SLA is celebrating 100 years of providing support for schools through an ever-changing series
of resources and curricular innovations. As we learned at the Centennial Gala at the conference
in February, some amazing people formed this organization, and amazing people continue to
serve in leadership roles, keeping CSLA a resource for information, in-service, networking, and enabling
change. This issue of the Journal builds on the conference celebration, looking back, forward, and beyond,
beginning with photos from the Centennial Gala.
Looking Back…
Delaine Eastin, former Superintendent of Public Instruction, was articulate and powerful as she
described being part of enabling change through school libraries. The content of her speech is included in
her article in this issue of the Journal.
Tony Robles, the featured author for this issue of the Journal, was also one of the conference authors,
and underscores the importance of story, of preserving the stories of the people who contributed so much
to creating California. Active in a number of organizations that seek to preserve Filipino-American
history, he “walks the talk.”
Rachel Bindman provides an overview of 100 years of children’s literature through newspaper articles,
with some titles that everyone remembers, and a few surprises.
Looking Forward...
The school librarians from Vista tell their story of how the library program in their district was almost
cancelled, only to “rise from the ashes” with the development of a new plan.
Tony Doyle describes becoming the teacher librarian for a new high technology high school with a
digital library and students who all access information through various devices. He provides insights into
how this has worked, and how he has changed his thinking on his role and responsibilities.
...and Beyond
Blanche Woolls, with half a century of working with school libraries in different roles, provides
perspective on what it will take for school librarians to remain viable and integral to teachers,
administrators, and especially students in the future. Will there be a CSLA conference 100 years from
now, in 2115?
We are pleased to include thoughts by State Librarian Greg Lucas. He attended the CSLA conference,
fielded tough questions from his audience, and learned a lot about the world of school libraries
I think you will enjoy reading this issue of the Journal. It provides something for everyone!

JEANNE NELSON
Jeanne Nelson, now retired, is a past president of CSLA, has served as a conference cochair and on many conference committees. She has worked in school libraries at the K-12,
middle school, high school and district level.
She can be contacted at nelson.jeanne914@gmail.com.
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LOOKING BEYOND:
BE DANGEROUS

What I Have Learned About Teacher Librarians
Greg Lucas

…logic
dictates that
students who
have a teacher
librarian at
their school
have better

W

hat I have learned as State Librarian and in my online Masters in Library and Information
Science courses during the last year is just enough to make me dangerous.

It seems to me if the State Librarian is going to be an advocate for librarians and libraries,
which is the expectation of the librarians I have met, then that advocacy should be done on behalf of all
librarians and all libraries -- although some are in more need of advocacy than others.
It is important for all libraries to collaborate with each other because the financial reality is that there is
never going to be enough money for each kind of library or librarian to succeed on their own. Not ever.
So, as Ben Franklin said, “We must, indeed, all hang together or, most assuredly, we shall all hang
separately.”

odds of

See what I mean about dangerous?

achieving their

Teacher Librarians in California

goals.

And I have probably only gotten more dangerous by spending time with teacher librarians, both
individually and at the California School Library Association’s 100th Anniversary conference back in
February in Burlingame.
There are a little more than 800 teacher librarians in California’s public school system, which educates
around six million students.In Texas, there are 4,300 teacher librarians serving five million students.
School libraries -- and teacher librarians – have been described to me by my counterparts in Delaware
and Arizona as “disappearing” and a “vanishing species.” This is a serious wrong -- particularly for the vast
majority of those six million California students who are cheated out of the benefit of a teacher librarian at
their school.
What I Learned at the CSLA Conference
Here is a not-very-elegant synopsis of what I gleaned from CSLA’s conference. If you are my history
teacher, your chief function is to make me proficient in history. Your chief function is not necessarily to
excite me about learning, although a number of people argue that implicit in being a teacher is a charge to
excite students about learning.
What’s definitely true is that the job description of the history teacher, the math teacher, the chemistry
teacher, the PE teacher –in fact, each and every classroom teacher – does not include, even in the superteeny small print, any responsibility to help individual students follow their dreams.
But if I walk into my school library – assuming there is one – and tell the teacher librarian that my life
ambition is to be an astrophysicist, a marine biologist, a tattoo artist, or an a acrobat with Ringling Brothers,
the teacher librarian’s job is to help me find the information and resources I need to attain any or all of those
goals, and help me use that information effectively.
If this is true, which numerous teacher librarians at the conference corroborated, then logic dictates that
students who have a teacher librarian at their school have better odds of achieving their goals.
And, in the great majority of cases, the more people attaining their goals, the better.
We Need More Teacher Librarians
I will stipulate to being dangerously simple-minded but, as best I can tell, the equation really is that
simple: More teacher librarians, more students fulfilling their dreams. More students fulfilling their dreams,
more good for everybody.
If the logic is that obvious, why are there so few teacher librarians in California? I truly do not know.
More than a decade of state and local budget straitjackets are likely a major factor. Libraries cannibalized
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

I plan on doing
my best to
spend as much
time as I can
talking about
the value
of teacher
librarians.

for classrooms in schools too small to cope with growing student enrollment or shuttered to shrink operating
costs. Elected officials facing bad budget shortfalls tend to make ugly either/or choices. Without appreciating
a teacherlibrarian’s value, a common falsely premised choice goes like this: What is more important? Police
and fire? Or checking out a book?
Those are just guesses.
The dwindling number of teacher librarians becomes even more puzzling when the benefit
teacherlibrariansprovide to the other certificated staff is added into the equation. Lesson plans in general,
and more specifically, helping smooth the myriad changes wrought by Common Core to both in-class and
outside school learning.
So What To Do?
With Sacramento’s decision-makers favoring more flexibility in local spending, a thou-shalt-have-schoollibrarians edict seems unlikely. Until something better is thought of by people smarter than I am, I plan on
doing my best to spend as much time as I can, talking about the value of teacher librarians.
If the equation is simple enough for me to figure it out, it should be totally obvious to lots of other people.
And I am going to tell them.

GREG LUCAS
California State Librarian Greg Lucas has a BA in Communications from
Stanford University and anMA in Professional Writing from the University of
Southern California. He is currently taking courses through the library science
program at San Jose State University. Lucas wrote for the Los Angeles Daily
Journal from 1985 to 1988 before moving to the San Francisco Chronicle, where
he worked as a reporter andSacramento bureau chief for 19 years.
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Celebrating 100 Years of the
California School Library Association
Photos courtesy of Kathie Maier

I

t was an amazing celebration, February 5 – 8, 2015 at the SFO Hyatt Regency Hotel in Burlingame,
in a large conference room tent, in pouring rain with howling wind that occasionally threatened the
roof, or so it seemed. Planes were delayed, traffic snarled, and attendees dashed from the main building
to the tent.
CSLA did this one right, featuring an audiovisual review of organization history, taken painstakingly
from the CSLA archives by History and Archives Co-Chairs John McGinnis and Barbara Jeffus. There
was a cake, chocolates, champagne, and souvenir glasses. Attendees visited with friends they had not seen
in years, and CSLA Past Presidents going back 35 years were in attendance.

CSLA Past Presidents John McGinnis, Barbara Jeffus, Anne Wick, Curtis May, Connie Williams,
Jane Lofton, LizDodds, Janet Minami, Pam Oehlman, (in front of ) Martha Rowland, Diane Alexander,
Rosemarie Bernier, Jeanne Nelson, Sandra Yoon, Marilyn Robertson.
CSLA President Liz Dodds (on right) with History and
Archives Co-Chairs John McGinnis and Barbara Jeffus,
preparing to share the organization’s history through the eyes of
Ella Morgan, the first CSLA President .

The story began
when eight school librarians who had only recently won the
right to vote met in the new Oakland Municipal Auditorium
on Wednesday afternoon, August 25, 1915, and formed
the California School Library Association. They drafted a
constitution for this fledgling organization and elected Ella
Morgan their first president. They could not have predicted the
impact of their actions would have on school libraries for 100
years to come, and how those libraries would change.
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Our Gala speakers
included Former
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Delaine Eastin ...

...and California
State Librarian Greg
Lucas.

Sharon McClintock Miller,
Closing Keynote Address;
Michlle Luhtala, Opening
Keynote Address; and Former
Governor of West Virginia Bob
Wise, Legislative Speaker.

Good Ideas, Ellie
Goldstein-Erickson, Jane
Lofton, and Korrie Krohne,
not pictured.

DEMCO Betty Barkema School Library
Improvement Grant, Katherine Tacea.
Leadership for Diversity, Barbara ChapellBrown

Awards presented
by CSLA President
Liz Dodds...

...and Renee OusleySwank, CDE School
Library Technology
Consultant.

Membership Meeting:

Honorary Membership,
Katie Williams, Anne Wick,
and Jo Ellen Misakian, not
pictured.

A Time to Speak Up and Let Your Voices to Heard

Technology Award
spnsored by Mackin,
Rosemarie Bernier.

The exhibitors enjoyed a day
of exhibits-only activities,
including opportunities to
demonstrate their products to
an appreciative audience during
Exhibitor Learning Sessions.

Behind the scenes with the 2015 Centennial
Conference Committee. Conference co-chairs
Beth Olewshewsky, Terri Brown and CSLA
President
Liz Dodds
celebrate a job
well-done!
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LOOKING BACK:
FIGHTING THE GOOD
FIGHT

Some of My Most Admired Warriors for Education Are
Disguised As School Librarians:
What Have We Learned in 100 Years of CSLA?
Delaine Eastin

Good
librarians
can help our
children to
find the why.

M

y thanks to all of the great librarians who work in schools across California. You have inspired me my
whole life. I think it is propitious that your organization was founded in California at the time of 1915
Panama Pacific World’s Fair and Exposition. I have a spoon hanging in my kitchen from that event.
You see, the year 1915 was important for me. My grandparents, George and Mae Robert, pushed a baby carriage
with their new little girl, Dorothy, through the World’s Fair and Exposition in San Francisco, California. That baby
became my mother. My mother loved San Francisco and loved libraries and books, so it is natural that I have a great
affection for books and for libraries and for our glorious librarians.
I appreciate the line by Malcolm X who said, “Man, lots of time I wish I could start back in school, from about the
sixth grade. Man, I’d be the last one out of that library every night.”
Learning About Libraries
I grew up in San Carlos, California and attended Brittan Acres Elementary School where there was a wonderful
school library and an amazing librarian, Miss Firth. She loved her books and loved opening them to the students.
Many years later, at my swearing-in as State Superintendent, which was held at Brittan Acres, I mentioned that Miss
Firth helped me to find and read every biography of women in the library.
After my husband and I bought our first home in Union City, I was elected to the City Council. As the youngest
and newest member, I was asked to serve on the boards the more senior members were not as interested in. I was
thrilled that one was the Alameda County Library Commission. I served on that Commission the entire time I was
on the City Council and chaired it five of the six-and-a-half years I was on the Council.
Librarians as Heroes
I came to realize what an amazing group of people chose to be librarians. The people who founded the California
School Library Association in 1915 were indeed heroic figures showing the sort of courage and vision and heart
that seem in short supply these days. Think of 1915. Europe was at war. America was waking to the importance of
education, albeit without much research to back up the instinctive support for education given by so many famous
Americans, as well as the not-so-famous founders of the CSLA.
Librarians include people like our county librarians who stepped up and helped to support the commission when
the John Birch Society tried to get some books locked in the back room. This happened on two separate occasions.
Wow, I could not have been more supported by a sturdier, smarter, more articulate team of citizens, many of whom
were school or community librarians—they came from all over the Bay Area to speak out for the First Amendment.
I had an epiphany around that incident and others. I realized that heroes look like Abe Lincoln or Eleanor
Roosevelt, they look like Harry Truman and Harriet Tubman. They look like Mr. Rogers and Betty White, like Rob
Reiner and Barbara Jordan, like Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta, Miss Firth and most of the librarians I have known. I
recognize your courage, your character, your grace, your intelligence. You are all beautiful to me.
So I come by my great respect for librarians honestly. I have seen you in the trenches and I know that your
patriotism is matched by your brass backbones. Thank your for being the greatest warriors of the First Amendment
that I know.
The Crisis in School Libraries
Later when I was elected to the state Assembly representing Fremont, Newark, Union City, Milpitas and East
San Jose, I was approached by a knowledgeable constituent who told me about the sorry state of the
California school libraries. After the passage of Proposition 13, many districts had stopped investing in
library books and librarians. The loss of both was catastrophic. California school libraries had the fewest
number of books per student and the oldest library book collections in the nation. They were at the
bottom of the nation in periodicals and reference materials. Meanwhile, our student population was
skyrocketing.
I was given a 1987 California Department of Education study that outlined just how bad things
were and I pledged to fight to improve school libraries. The study said that the school library
collections had fallen below the level needed to meet basic scholastic needs. More than 80 percent
of the non-fiction titles were over 10 years old.
I still have some of them in my garage.
Rockets Into Space (1959), by Alexander L Crosby, a book that was on the Bakersfield school
library shelf until 1987, includes the line “In a few years, men in space suits will walk on the
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continued on next page

moon.” Twenty years after that had happened that book was miseducating children in the richest country on earth.

…I have said
for decades
that budgets
are statements
of values.

I’m Glad I’m A Boy, I’m Glad I’m a Girl (1970), byWhitney Darrow, Jr., noted “Boys fix things, girls need things
fixed... Girls can cook, boys can eat...Boys build houses and girls keep houses.”
Seeking Funds for School Libraries
One of my first bills, in my first term, earmarked several million dollars for libraries and library materials. The bill
went to then Governor Deukmejian. He vetoed it but wrote me the nicest veto I ever received. He said I had a noble
purpose that he wanted to support but I needed to identify a revenue sources. Subsequently I tried to tax tobacco
products that paid no taxes, including cigars, but that failed.
Several bills went down to defeat but I kept trying. I authored an editorial that ran in the LA Times, which said, “...
for students, the school library remains both the practical and symbolic repository of all that education is designed to
bestow upon them...” If they browse through collections that are untended and neglected, children may conclude that
research and learning are not very important.
Finally, Senator Bill Craven, incidentally from the other political party, came to me and told me he admired my
tenacity as well as what I was trying to do, and he asked if he could help. We joined our efforts and, with bipartisan
support, the legislation was successful. We directed additional resources into school libraries.
School and Library Funds Erode
Over time, the steady erosion of school funding has continued to hurt our school libraries. When the budget
situation got tough in California, governors of both parties conspired with legislators of both parties to use our
schools as piggy banks. The amazing bragging which has occurred the last couple of years about the additional
monies directed to education is disgusting. The fact is, the Governor and the Legislature allowed us to drop to 50th
in per pupil spending.
Restoring the money that was taken has raised us to 46th of the states in per pupil spending. To put that into some
perspective, we are spending 71 percent of the national average on our students. The national average is $11,735.
California is spending a paltry $8,308 per student. States who are spending twice what California is spending include
not just New York and Connecticut, Maine and Vermont, but Wyoming and Alaska.
Budgets Are Statements of Value
In the end, I have said for decades that budgets are statements of values. If you looked at the budget of California,
you would think the most important work we do is prosecuting people. We are second in per prisoner expenditure,
but 46th in per pupil expenditure. Worse still, I contend it is a violation of the State Constitution, which says the
first priority shall be the education of children through college.
Few legislators seem to understand that. One who spoke to me about why the schools were so underfunded argued,
“We have many competing demands for police and fire and roads and water.” When I responded that the State
Constitution said the first priority was the education of children through college, he responded, “Does it really say
that?” I was appalled.
Critical Role of School Librarians

Librarians are my heroes. A professional librarian is not just someone who checks out books. A student
can do that. Librarians are researchers. Your profession is finding answers that may be hidden in plain
sight or that may be buried in the haze. Your specialty is finding answers that are rat-holed somewhere
systematically in the vast labyrinth of knowledge our society and the world is adding to at an amazing
rate. Good librarians are good teachers who can open shutters on the new worlds in ways that can make a
child gasp with fresh wonder and new motivation. Good librarians can help our children to find the why.
A professional librarian can help students find their own heroes to look up to, like Miss Firth did for me.
I have heard some decision makers suggest that we no longer need school libraries and school librarians because
children have the Internet. They are wrong! To really give our children the skills necessary to be discerning as well
as engaged, responsible as well as respectful to others, they need the resources of the library and the guidance of
librarians. Books are still important, and so is a school leader who can lead a child to the right resource at the proper
time. We need consistent resources so that we can build fully stocked libraries, staff them with engaging librarians
and a panoply of resources to match different interests and to meet different needs.
For some students the library is the most important room on their campus. It is where they find comfort and shelter
and a place to dream. That is why Malcolm X wanted to spend more time there, and looking back, don’t we all.....

DELAINE EASTIN
Delaine Eastin is the first (and only) woman to be elected to the position of the California State
Superintendent of Public Instruction. She served four terms in the California State Assembly, where
she chaired the Education Committee. She has served as a Regent of the University of California and a
Trustee of the California State University system. She currently is an executive consultant in education
and public policy.
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LOOKING BACK:
ADAPTING

Children’s Literature in California. A Brief History Through
Newspaper Reporting
Rachel Bindman

School
libraries have
been on the
educational
radar since
1865…

T

he multifaceted history of children’s literature has been analyzed and charted since its early
championship at the turn of the last century, to its broad acceptance not only as a discipline of
study but also as a publishing powerhouse (Taxel, 2002; Lerer, 2008; Marcus, 2008). In researching
the history of children’s literature in California, newspapers offer a prism through which to examine some
of the issues, concerns, and debates that emerged over the last century. Perhaps not surprisingly, school
libraries have occupied center stage in critical and public discussion. This survey, which is necessarily
schematic, looks at how children’s literature informed some of the contemporary debates over its intrinsic
value to young readers.
Loci of Engagement
School libraries have been on the educational radar since 1865, when the Superintendent of Public
Instruction in California, John Swett, first recommended them (Madison, 1943). For several decades
starting in the 1930s, teacher librarians and journalists wrote regular newspaper columns about children’s
literature and its readers. Often showcasing their services –Children’s Book Week was an annual favorite
-- these librarians promoted children’s literature to young readers with accounts of programming,
recommended reading lists, story hours, bookmobile service, projects, volunteer service, etc.
The lists of suggested reading that appeared in these local newspapers could be long, and are not
recorded here. In some cases, librarians would also mention reading preferences of teens and young
children according to subject: realistic fiction, fairy tales, adventure, westerns, animals, pioneers,
biographies, and light romance. Looking at these titles and subjects, there was not always a sharp
distinction between what children should and did read, and the overlap between popular (children’s
choice) and quality (adult) literature may have been closer than one would expect.
Somewhat surprisingly, traditional notables like Newbery and Caldecott titles rarely appeared in these
columns, and many of those titles teacher librarians recommended are long forgotten. In this regard, the
establishment of the California Young Reader Medal in 1974, with its awards chosen by children and
recommendations of teacher librarians, represented a watershed of sorts in its recognition of children’s
literary tastes. This annual award is often used today by teacher librarians as a tool for civic engagement
(Loon, 2005).
California Authors and Settings
California authors and stories set in California were occasionally singled out in local newspapers. As part
of the celebrations of Children’s Book Week in 1954, the Kern County Library recommended Beady Bear
by Don Freeman; Horton Hears a Who by Dr. Seuss, and Nino and His Fish by Edith Heard, a story about
“how Angelo, whose restaurant on Fisherman’s Wharf in Monterey is familiar to many of us, makes a real
birthday party possible for Nino” (Branham,1954).
Doris Gates, a popular California author of children’s literature, also appeared on recommended
lists (Taylor, 1962; 1967). Likewise with Scott O’Dell, whose book Island of the Blue Dolphins won
the Newbery Award in 1961 and also appeared as a recommended title. That same year, the Children’s
Literature Council of Southern California was founded with its mission to celebrate the contributions of
local authors and illustrators to the field.
Diversity of Characters, Settings and Theme
By the late 1950s children’s books had become more diverse in terms of characters, settings and theme.
But again, there could be costs. In discussing a recent set of early readers—Play With Jimmy, Laugh with
Larry, and Fun With David, all of which had been illustrated by California artist Ruth Ives— the writer
(not a librarian) noted that these stories were “designed to take the child from where he is to where society
wants him to be rather than being beyond his dreams” (Meriwether, 1963). Several years later, in the wake
of the Watts riots, Lillie of Watts by Mildred Pitts Walter received special mention for its application in
“teaching, cultural activities, and civic involvement” (Marion & Hall, 1969).
During the 1970s, children’s literature was discussed in terms of textbooks, school readers, and
contemporary issues (Ritter, 1973). The “problem novel” of this decade extended to picture books, and
at least one California academic publicly decried the portrayal of so many solemn themes to young
audiences—although Lillie of Watts, Julie of the Wolves, And Now My Gal, Charlotte’s Web, North to Freedom
and Island of the Blue Dolphins were noted exceptions to the trend (Horberg, 1975).
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California has
experienced its
own share of
polemics over
the content
of children’s
literature.

Nonfiction Leads to Fact-based Fiction
Nonfiction tended to be valued in terms of volume –the number of book sets purchased in science,
biography, math, etc.—especially after World II and post-Sputnik—and its value for future career paths,
like “the training of skilled workers for the defense industries” (Evans, 1942; Grant, 1960). But the
excitement in outer space created crossover interest in fact-based fiction as well. In 1957, Oakland teacher
librarians claimed that science coverage by radio, television, and newspapers spurred “student demand
for stories both scientifically factual and instructive and fictional” (Grimm, 1957; “Wide, wide world
of books,” 1959). Several years later teacher librarians were still noting the positive impact of interest in
science on reading and instruction (“Junior high,” 1964).
Challenged Literature
California has experienced its own share of polemics over the content of children’s literature. In the
1920s, the separation of church and state came briefly under review over whether the Bible should be
a reference book, as well as a read-aloud text in school classrooms (Larkin, 1925; “Bible,” 1926). The
question was ultimately dismissed and the constitutional division upheld by the state attorney. During the
post war and McCarthy period, children’s literature, comics and textbooks were contested commodities in
the public debate over democracy, patriotism, and “subversive” literature.
The television journalist, Edward R. Murrow, cast a national spotlight on book-banning efforts in
California, specifically Marin County and Los Angeles (Blum & Poindexter, 1955). At the time, reading
practices of all stripes were subject to censure, especially comics (Santa Monica, Sierra Madre, Ridgecrest
and Corona), but also communism (Marin County) and the activities of UNESCO (Los Angeles). The
state-wide debate over “crime comics” and juvenile delinquency overshadowed an urban cultural landscape
that several years earlier had welcomed, to some fanfare, the federally-funded, traveling exhibit, 20,000
Years of Comics, at the Los Angeles Public Library (“A look at books,” 1949; “Crime-comics,” 1955).
Book Selection Authority
These discussions over children’s literature also revealed emerging professional tensions over book
selection authority. Parents, community groups, and politicians lobbied for greater regulation of book
selection by school boards, yet some continued to recognize the expertise of school librarians in this
area. These discussions peaked with the Donnelly senate bill of 1957, with its bid to root out “indecent,
immoral or obscene writings” in public schools and libraries. School board review committees would
ensure that the teaching tenets of the education code of “morality, truth, justice and patriotism” were
upheld (“Where are the book burners?” 1955). Ultimately, the bill failed to pass.
Emblematic of some of the administrative obstacles facing school librarians over challenged literature
was a case in Los Angeles in 1959. That year, the Los Angeles School Board became embroiled in a debate
over the writings of Walt Whitman and Ezra Pound and whether they should be available to students at
Venice High School. It was claimed that their poems contained in The Anthology of American Verse were
“too smutty, too adult for consumption by high school students” (“Controversy,” 1959).
Whether to include the book at the school turned on the fact that the anthology was not on the
authorized list of textbooks (where it would be reviewed by one committee) or part of the school library
(another committee) but it was agreed that it most definitely could not be paid for by students (which was
originally done but in violation of the state education code). In the end, it was approved for the school
library, 48 copies were donated to the high school with Board approval, and those students who had
originally purchased the text were reimbursed (“School board,” 1959).
Conclusion
This thumbnail sketch of the history of children’s literature and its reception in California opens up
many doors for further research. Television was singled out in a couple of instances as the main competitor
for children’s reading attention. Today the computer and other electronic devices make similar demands
on young readers. However publishers, educators, and teacher librarians are adapting and capitalizing on
these interests to create new spaces to explore the elusive boundaries of literature and imagination. In fact,
recent online public debate has focused on young adult literature and the question is not whether children
or young adults should be reading these titles but whether adults should! (Alter, 2015).
Writers and illustrators continue to provoke, stimulate, excite, and inspire their readers’ imagination,
and children’s literature remains a powerful tool in developing all sorts of literacies, including print, visual,
and digital as well as aural vocabularies. In 1954, one librarian stated that “[p]icture books have appeal for
readers of 6 to 60” (Branham, 1954). And maybe that is really what children’s literature is all about.
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The California Landscape is Alive with Stories
Tony Robles
I voiced my
concern
that young
people are not
receiving the
richness of
stories…

T

he California landscape is alive with stories. The seeds of these stories—in the words of FilipinoAmerican poet Al Robles—were planted long ago
California Literature, the Loss of Stories

I recently participated in a panel discussion of children’s and young adult writers at the California
School Library Association conference in Burlingame, a short distance from San Francisco. The panel
included authors from diverse backgrounds, each contributing their thoughts on the role of history,
migration, language and other elements to the literary canvas which is the state of California, and in what
direction this literature is headed.
The discussion was lively, each author offering their perspectives but, as in many panels, it ended just as
the surface was being penetrated. I voiced my concern that young people are not receiving the richness
of stories—bearing witness to real experience—due to the omnipresent, omni-directional assault on their
senses by corporate peddlers of gadgets who are intent on branding their minds with the latest this and
that which will surely become yesterday’s news when the next gadget is rolled out.
Technology: Creating Consumers, Not Creators?
With abundant technology, we are seeing a generation whose patience has been stymied—or arrested-by digital blips and timers that are incessant in their quest to divert attention and create consumers rather
than creators. This is not to suggest that technology does not lend itself to creativity, but access to so much
technology in the information age seems to be producing much filler—empty calories -- for creation and
critical thinking. The ability to manipulate and block out via a wave of a finger or push of a button is
lending itself to what I call “The Culture of Deletion.”
The after-effects of this has led to an eviction crisis that technology has largely been responsible for,
a deletion of communities and with that deletion, the deletion of cultural evidence. What is the price
of this advancement if we cannot think to preserve community and history? And there are even more
extreme examples of this influence as illustrated in an article written by POOR Magazine Co-Editor Lisa
Gray-Garcia, AKA “Tiny,” about the young man who killed his family members when he wasn’t allowed
access to his computer (Gray-Garcia, 2015).
Filipino-American History
In my books, I wrote of the first generation of Filipino immigrants to the U.S. who arrived in the
early part of the century, many of whom traveled the whole of California, season after season, planting
and harvesting what was in the soil. Their lives, their stories, were
planted, as it were, in labor struggles, racism—doors of access closed to
educational and economic advancement.
This history, these stories, provided the inspiration for poets and
writers such as Oscar Penaranda, Shirley Ancheta, Virginia Cerenio,
Luis Syquia—part of the Kearny Street Writers community of Filipino
American writers based in San Francisco. Their work was rooted in
community struggles for better and more affordable housing, better
health care, and community services in the midst of an eviction struggle
known as the fight to save the I-Hotel and its mostly elder tenants from
eviction to make room for a parking lot.
And who could forget the great poet, the late Jeff Tagami, whose
book, October Light, deftly articulated the struggle, tragedies, and beauty
of the farmworker, dependent on the soil for life, for poetry, for a sense of place and belonging? Tagami’s
work should be required reading for all high school students in California and throughout the nation for
its poignancy, honesty, timelessness, and contribution to the American narrative. This narrative is not
static, but moving like the workers, the planters, the landscape -- which is a moving mural across our
multicultural fabric of skin, composed of a multiplicity of hues.
Authors and Librarians as Gatekeepers
Authors and librarians are the gatekeepers to the collections of knowledge, history, narratives --the
vessels of our collective memory, if you will, and they must resist the deletion of stories and histories,
so that those gifts do not fall victim to the digital mindset of deletion at the cost of our humanity,
commonality, and community.
continued on next page
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As a poet and writer, I have embraced this responsibility with my own books,
Lakas and the Manilatown Fish and Lakas and the Makibaka Hotel. These books deal
with community struggles in San Francisco’s Filipino community. It is incumbent
for us to see our stories as sacred, something to be handed down so we might better
understand each other in our diverse communities. To understand each other’s
histories is the first step in forging respect, the mortar that holds community
together. In support of this, I serve as board president of the ManilatownHeritage
Foundation, whose mission is to preserve the legacy of Filipino-Americans through
art, activism, and historical records.

To understand
each other’s
histories is
the first step
in forging
respect,
the mortar
that holds
community
together.

In my own community, Assemblyman Rob Bonta of Alameda, a FilipinoAmerican, introduced and passed legislation—AB123 – requiring that FilipinoAmerican labor history be taught in public high schools in the state (http://www.
robbonta.com/news/fil-am-history-to-be-taught-in-calif-schools/). I applaud Mr.
Bonta’s bill, for now students will learn of the contributions of labor leaders such as Larry Itliong, Pete Velasco, Philip
Vera Cruz and the thousands of Filipino workers whose journey across the American soil gave rise to what would
become the United Farm Workers Union. I also applaud the work of filmmaker Marissa Aroy, whose film, “Delano
Manongs,” illuminates the rich history of Filipino agricultural workers in California, exposing their hardships and
humanity.
More of these stories need to be seen and heard. The seeds they planted are in the soil. Their voices are waiting to
be heard by those who will listen.
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LOOKING FORWARD:
TAKING ACTION

Rising from the Ashes: The Rebirth of the School Library
After Years of Cutbacks
Nancy L. Tubbs

…VUSD went
from a plan to
eliminate all
elementary
library
technicians
from the
district to a
plan designed
to be “the
model of
educational
excellence and
innovation…

A

t this year’s California School Library Association conference, the four Teacher Librarians (Denise

Robertson, Ranae Mathias, Jennifer Stone, and Nancy Tubbs) of the Vista Unified School District (VUSD)
made their first foray into the world of conference presentation. They had a story to tell, a story that they
thought other California library professionals would want to hear. Little did they know just how badly people wanted
to hear a story like this. In their presentation, Rising from the Ashes: the Rebirth of the School Library After Years of
Cutbacks, they described how VUSD went from a plan to eliminate all elementary library technicians from the district
to a plan designed to be “the model of educational excellence and innovation” for all VUSD libraries. They have been
amazed at the interest it has generated among other school library colleagues.
A New Superintendent
When it became time to engage in the writing process and tell this story, I had to reflect back. How did this all
come about? As I reflected back on these hectic two years, it became clear that the progress VUSD library services
is now making would never have happened if it were not for the district Superintendent, Dr. Devin Vodicka. Dr.
Vodicka has been named the Association of California School Administrators Superintendent of the Year. He has
authored articles on leadership, trust, and technology. How could we not experience a renaissance in our district when
Dr. Vodicka took the helm in July 2012?
It almost didn’t happen. A miscommunication, a misinterpretation, a confusion of a situation – whatever it is
called– almost ruined the libraries as we knew them in VUSD. Word was spreading that all of the district’s elementary
library technicians would be losing their positions over the next three years. Eight would go the first year, followed
by four in each of the second and third years. How could this possibly happen? This was on top of all of the cuts
that had already happened during the difficult recession years. Ultimately it doesn’t matter who/what/how the
miscommunication happened. The important point to note is that when Dr. Vodicka found out, he took action.
Forming the Library Task Force
In April 2013, Dr. Vodicka called a meeting of VUSD library services employees. This group was upset, hurt, and
angry, but they came to hear what he had to say. Dr. Vodicka began by apologizing for the miscommunication that
led to the proposal to eliminate the elementary library technicians. He went on to present research he had completed
on school libraries in California and demonstrated that he was aware of the 2004 document Standards and Guidelines
for Strong School Libraries and the 2010 Model School Library Standards for California Public Schools. He included a
review of the newly adopted Framework for the Future, which outlines the Vision, Mission, and Values statements
for VUSD. The VUSD vision statement says, “Our vision in Vista Unified School District is to be the model of
educational excellence and innovation.” Dr. Vodicka proved that this vision statement applied to every department
of VUSD, including library services, by creating a task force to develop a comprehensive K-12 Model Library of
Educational Excellence and Innovation.
The task force, under the leadership of Deputy Superintendent Jeanie Luckey, was directed to develop the model
plan with participation from representatives of all levels of VUSD libraries, teachers, administrators, parents, students,
community members, and union representatives. It was to be a three-year plan, and it had to be ready to present
to the board in January 2014. This was no small endeavor; the task force had to begin working right away. After
membership was determined, the first meeting took place in May 2013. This meeting was introductory in nature and
gave the group an opportunity to meet, establish a timeline for the fall, and to get started, using My Big Campus as
the platform for sharing documents and comments.
The Real Work Begins
The real work started in August. The twice-a-month meeting schedule was facilitated by the library services
department of the San Diego County Office of Education. The task force attended information sessions on the
purpose of the group, the VUSD vision, Common Core, student assessments, and more. Dr. Vodicka indicated that
he wanted the task force’s focus to be on service delivery plans, support for educational excellence, innovation plans,
and facility considerations. The task force was told to dream big, and not to get bogged down in the details of the
financial or physical space implications of their ideas.
The team from the county guided the process. The task force members divided into small groups to work on
questions presented by the county leaders. The whole group would then get back together to share results and
comments. The members repeated this pattern at each meeting until they settled on four service priorities, each with
its own focus areas:
•
Libraries of the Future
•
Support for Educational Excellence

continued on next page
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•
•

Innovation Plans
Facility and Environment

When the task force had completed its job, it became the VUSD Teacher Librarians’ assignment to refine the
results into the document that became the Model Library of Educational Excellence and Innovation. Each focus area
required strategies to make it functional and practical, and each strategy required action steps to make it achievable.
Approval and Adoption
The final document went to all task force members for review and comment before going to the VUSD Board of
Trustees for approval and adoption. The plan was unanimously adopted on January 16, 2014. Implementation of the
plan was delayed while the district (and the rest of the state) transitioned to Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF)
and Local Control and Accountability Plan (LCAP) budget plans. Once the TLs had an idea of where funding was
coming from and how much, they were able to complete the action steps and tie the library plan together with the
VUSD LCAP. The delay did not stop library staff members from working on parts of the plan that had no fiscal
requirement. Individual libraries were able to begin with such tasks as flexible scheduling and weeding.
Reflecting on Successes
After the plan was finalized, implemented and starting to show results, the TLs realized that they had been a part of a
team that had created something worthwhile, exciting, and remarkable. In VUSD, library services have moved forward
and succeeded in ways not likely possible a few years ago. For example:
•
The district now has dedicated professional development opportunities for Teacher Librarians and Library
Media Technicians.
•
Almost all of the technicians have received Instructional Media Resource Assistant (IMRA) certification
from the San Diego County Office of Education.
•
Technology implementation is rapidly increasing across the district; there are several one-to-one schools and
thousands of devices throughout the rest.
•
With direction from the district office, the principals are funding their libraries more equitably, so more
library materials are being purchased.
•
Renovations are underway in several libraries to create flexible spaces that support student activities and
engagement.
•
The district is hiring a fifth Teacher Librarian. Library staff members are advocating to have the elementary
and middle school technicians reverted back to eight-hour days (that were cut to seven in 2003) so that all libraries
can offer services beyond the school day.
•
The model plan also calls for reinstatement of Teacher Librarians at all of the middle schools.
All of these positive steps forward are benefitting the students of the VUSD. Library staff members who regularly
receive professional development and outside certification will deliver information literacy skills to students in a
consistent and up-to-date manner. The purchase of current resources through equitable funding and increased access to
technology enableVUSD students to achieve at higher levels. Flexible spaces with hours outside the school day allow for
increased parental involvement and opportunities for creative and enriching literacy activities.
Library employees advocate for themselves much more vocally now, especially since they have a superintendent who
listens. They have a plan; they are a team. Library services in the VUSD are alive and beginning to thrive again. They
have risen from the ashes because they never gave up hope. We trust that our story will give you hope too.
Supplemental Information
Readers of this article may be interested in the work the task force did; all resources are located at http://bit.ly/1zOLIFo
The VUSD Model Library of Educational Excellence and Innovation Strategic Plan and other information about the
Vista Unified School District (including the Framework for the Future) can be found at www.vistausd.org

The Teacher Librarians are all willing to answer questions about this process and may be reached via email:
Nancy Tubbs, Rancho Buena Vista High School – nancytubbs@vistausd.org
Denise Robertson, Vista High School – deniserobertson@vistausd.org
Jennifer Stone, Mission Vista High School – jenniferstone@vistausd.org
Ranae Mathias, Vista Design & Innovation Academy – ranaemathias@vistausd.org
NANCY TUBBS
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LOOKING FORWARD:
CHANGING

1:Web Transition: One School’s Experience
Tony Doyle

….the library
is no longer
the access
point for
information.

I

n 2013, Merced Union High School District (MUHSD) opened its sixth comprehensive high school,
El Capitan High, in Merced, CA. I left Livingston High School (LHS) after 16 years there as the
teacher librarian. LHS was a wonderful place to work and a wonderful place to be a teacher librarian.
We had very robust reading programs, including daily Sustained Silent Reading and over 70 percent
participation in the California Young Reader Medal program. Technology was also a big part of my job at
LHS, with two full computer labs in the library and several carts of laptops and netbooks. I also did a lot
of technology professional development with staff. With an English department that was always eager to
collaborate it was very hard to leave school at the end of the day.
Initiating 1:Web
The opening of El Capitan coincided with the district choosing Chromebooks as the preferred mobile
device, the adoption of Google Apps for Education (GAFE) district-wide, and the beginning of a 1:Web
transition. The term 1:Web is different from one-to-one (1:1). The emphasis in 1:Web is on student
and teacher access to information from any place on campus and from any connected device. The device
is less important than the information. The district chose Chromebooks for the ease of deployment
and maintenance and the complete integration with GAFE. We began with Samsungs, then moved to
Lenovos, and our next device will probably be Dells. Students are welcome to bring their own devices,
whether Windows, Mac, or Chrome-based. Cell phones are also widely used by students and staff, and
all seamlessly integrate into our network and our instruction. Our school has campus-wide Wi-Fi so
students can access information anywhere (yes, even in the bathrooms and parking lots).
El Capitan opened in August of 2013 with 700 sophomores and freshmen, a collection of teachers
from all over the district, a few outside hires, and very few printers. On the plus side, all these teachers
had volunteered to move to this new school and were eager to approach instruction and technology in
new ways. On the negative side, only two of the teachers were from Livingston and one had only been
there for one year. All of the relationships I had developed over 16 years, particularly with the English
department, were gone. In addition, during that first year I did not have a library technician so I was
tied to the circulation desk. Even though our restructured school day included daily departmental
collaboration I was unable to meet with my new colleagues. We also have study hall students in the
library every period so I was constantly supervising students. I was unknown and unavailable to teachers
and that first year was lost. The second year has seen some improvement with the hiring of a library
technician, freeing me to meet with teachers and begin to build some relationships.
The Physical Library Space is No Longer a Classroom
What is most striking about our 1:Web model, from a librarian’s point of view, is that the library is no
longer the access point for information. Our almost total reliance on electronic resources– 98 percent
of our nonfiction collection is ebooks-- means that teachers do not need to bring their students to my
lab for research or for creating documents or presentations. Classes just do not come to the library.
Collaboration, when it happens, occurs in the classroom. I have to push into department meetings and
be able to show how I can add value to what the teachers are doing.
Following the principles of Disruptive Innovation, this year I targeted the underserved “sectors.”
Introducing a reading program into our Strategic (i.e. remedial) English and our Transitional English
Language Development (ELD) classes has been the most successful. By the end of the third quarter the
students and teachers were tired of computerized reading programs and the traditional curriculum so the
time was ripe to offer something new. Student engagement is particularly difficult in these classes so some
of the teachers were eager to jump on board a Battle of the Books designed for reluctant readers.
Technology Support Becomes Paramount
Another challenge presented by 1:Web is that the library is not only the distribution point for devices,
but it is also the tech support center for students and teachers. When a device malfunctions or breaks
we provide tech triage, deciding what is user error, what is a software issue, and what requires repair or
replacement. As easy as Chromebooks are to manage, this is still time consuming with over 1,100 devices
now in circulation. We also handle insurance claims through a third party vendor. Since Chromebooks
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have replaced textbooks in our school,it is paramount that we keep the devices functioning and minimize
out-of-class time. A lot of time and energy has been spent designing and refining processes around the
Chromebooks.
Selecting Resources to Support Digital Users
With Common Core I have seen a definite drop in the reading of fiction and a much heavier emphasis
on document analysis. With GAFE and every student having a device, it is easy for teachers to distribute
documents. The challenge is finding ways for students to mark up the document and pass the marked-up
article back to the teacher electronically. The teacher librarians in our district are reassessing our database
subscriptions with this in mind and are concentrating our limited funds on products that not only offer
quality content and ease of access but also tools to help with analysis and allow collaboration. Promoting
our subscription databases also helps keep teachers from violating copyright, something many of them do
not think about.
A Different Role for the Teacher Librarian
My role has become much more of a consultant/coach rather than the traditional teacher of library
skills and computer lab manager. A few things that keep me relevant and engaged with teachers:
• Alerting teachers and students to new and useful apps or websites and technology best practices.
• Keeping teachers apprised of changes to, or tips and tricks for, GAFE.
• Locating requested and potential instructional materials.
• Participating in the site committees such as the Instructional Leadership Team, Faculty Senate, and
the School Site Council.
• Participating in district committees such as the technology leadership team (DELTA Team) and
Local Control Funding Formula/Local Control and Accountability Plan(LCFF/LCAP) committee.
• Never ignoring teachers’ requests for help/information. If I do not know, I find out.
• Being willing to go to the classroom and help with technology and other problems.
• Knowing what the principal’s philosophy is and what his priorities are for the school and
supporting them wherever I can.
• Staying informed about district priorities and initiatives and finding ways for the library to support
them.
• When bringing problems to the principal, I try to bring possible solutions, too.
• Being willing to do things that are not written into my 20-year-old job description.
Being Proactive in a 1:1 Environment
Every school’s experience going 1:1(or 1:Web) will be different. The challenge for teacher librarians
is to stay in touch with teacher and student needs, and have solutions ready before your principal even
knows there is a problem. What infrastructure issues need to be addressed before deployment? How and
when will devices be distributed? What happens when one breaks? What happens when a student forgets
his device? Are there places for students to charge devices around campus? How will they be collected
and stored at the end of the year? Will students get the same device next year? What will your role be in
managing devices? What challenges will teachers face in terms of instruction and classroom management?
How, when and by whom will professional development be offered? How can you support teaching and
learning in a1:1 environment?
Teacher librarians need to be thinking about and researching these issues, making sure they are part of
the discussion during planning and implementation of any 1:1 implementation. This represents a new
way of providing information to students, teachers, and administrators and is likely a foretaste of things
to come.
		

TONY DOYLE
Tony Doyle has a BA in Spanish from the University of Texas at Austin and taught Spanish for
seven years. He received his MLIS from San Jose State University and has been a librarian for 18
years, 16 at Livingston High and the last two at El Capitan High. He is a frequent presenter at the
CSLA Conference and writes book reviews and articles for School Library Journal.
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LOOKING BEYOND:
ADVOCATING

The Road to CSLA 2115: Leadership, Advocacy, Action
Blanche Woolls

We all should
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to initiate
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this takes
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S

chool libraries had just begun development in the U.S. in 1915 when Ella Morgan met with eight
school librarians in Oakland to draft a constitution and form the organization that is now the
California School Library Association. That was 100 years ago, and for the last 50 years, I’ve been
actively involved with school libraries. During that time I have seen many changes happen as we moved
from typewritten catalog cards to a digital information environment. How far we’ve come!
But for varying reasons, California now has fewer teacher librarians than has been true for many years,
some serving in multiple schools, and many schools with their libraries locked or open infrequently,
staffed with volunteers. The question is even being asked, do teacher librarians need a room? Do they
even need to be in a building? Online education K-12 is testing that premise. How ironic, and tragic, in
this era when more information is available than has ever existed.
What we know is that, whatever the context, we need to BE -- next year, in five years, in fifty years, and
on to 2115. If teacher librarianship as a profession is to survive, we must analyze the three C’s: Change,
Children, and Choices.
Change
Change begins with each of us personally. To enable change, teacher librarians need to continually
learn, read, study, think, dream, and wish about what could happen, on a very personal level. Are you
aware of current trends? New technology? New teaching strategies?
Change happens, sometimes good, sometimes troublesome, often less good. The adage, “If it isn’t
broken, don’t try to fix it” is good advice unless you don’t recognize when the system is broken and needs
to be fixed. Even if change doesn’t seem as good as it should be, it may be possible to help it happen in a
better way and teacher librarians can serve as agents of change.
We all should be willing to initiate change, and this takes courage. One essential tool to enable change
is collaboration with teachers. In a recent study, Dr. David Loertscher found that collaborating allows
the teacher librarian to “experience their impact on student learning.” This “is a very different experience
to discover the effect of learning rather than just report time spent teaching” (Loertscher, 2015), and
provides student-centered data to support effective change.
Children
Teacher librarians are the best hope for helping children become educated, informed citizens. If we
want our students to read something, hear something, watch something and question its validity, we
need to help them become astute users of information, to learn about and understand our Constitution,
the Bill of Rights, and the legal right and responsibility of each citizen to vote wisely. To be effective they
need to find their career niche, and the teacher librarian can provide guidance, support and resources.
How do we do this?
Beginning with preschool, we talk to children about planning their future, provide information about
people in different careers, select biographies of successful people, and promote career awareness. Through
activities that include reading aloud, we share what it takes to be successful on the path that leads to each
career choice. This is not something done as a “lesson,” it is something woven into library-based activities
constantly and supported by resources in various formats. Ideally, this is tied directly to collaboration
with classroom teachers and coordination of lessons and activities.
Students learn in middle school what courses they should take in high school to prepare for their lives
after graduation. Orientation to the high school library should introduce all students to the resources
they will use to prepare for college entrance exams, the application process for community college, and
writing essays for college and technical school applications. This additional support through the school
library can keep students in school and get them started on a career path that could break the pattern of
poverty many youngsters have inherited.
Choices
Everyone is faced with choices almost every moment of every day. A critical choice is whether to
advocate for appropriately staffed school library programs. Too often we have been relying on others to
advocate for us. We should be proud of our profession, proud of what we do, and proud of what we help
children accomplish. We need to publicly acknowledge that what we do for children in schools makes
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a difference in whether they ever want to seek further information again, whether they become lifelong
learners, whether they experience a successful future.
The library must be a positive, welcoming environment. If you have any of those “don’t” signs up,
remove them and replace them with positive signs. Keep rules to a minimum. And, I cannot emphasize
this enough, stop charging fines! This is one of the worst public relations/advocacy activities ever. School
libraries should be happy, welcoming places where children build a love of reading, find information,
create new information products, solve problems, and plan futures.
And advocate! We need to promote the library constantly, bragging about the good things that happen
in the library to teachers, to principals, to parents, to the community, at least once a day. Tell your
principal how much the social studies teacher appreciated and is using the new database. Tell the teacher
how the very reluctant third grade reader discovered sports biographies. Make sure parents attending
parent-teacher conferences stop in the library for a cookie on their way home just to see the new resources
you will be teachingtheir children to use. Plan regularly with your students and parents to visit a state or
national legislator to let them know what is happening in your school library and how it is benefitting
children.
Re-focus Our Message
As powerful as it should be, the message about the impact of the library on achievement hasn’t worked.
While achievement and reading are important, the message needs to be access to information. When
students do not have a teacher librarian and a library with a variety of resources, they are being kept from
access to information -- the information they need to be successful in planning an education, preparing
for a job, learning how to be ready for changes in their lives, being effective users of information, and
becoming participating citizens in our great democracy.
School librarians are needed to assure students and teachers that they will have equal access to
information and help them understand where it is found, how to evaluate what they find, and how to craft
it into new information. They are needed to help students, teachers, and administrators move through
the constantly changing educational environment where innovations such as the Common Core confuse
both teachers and administrators. They are needed to help organize and make sense of information for all
education constituencies.
It is not necessarily impossible, but unlikely that any of us will be in San Francisco in 2115. However,
whether or not there is a 200th anniversary of CSLA is very definitely up to each one of us, and we need
to begin right now!
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